Stevenson Student Council February 27, 2014

David: meeting call to order 7:33

Max: constitutional amendment debated and on the ballot it was not passed and only got 17% of the student body to vote on it. Last year it was voted on and passed but there was a mistake of the deans office so now it is back on the ballot to be voted on.

Changes: voting membership so those Organizations that are able to come in and petition to get a seat in SUA to vote. Changes to position title from vice chair/ chair or vice President/ and president. Much clearer and straightforward. Adds vice president of student life chair. Builds relationships between SUA and other organizations. Adds finance bards to look at SUA budget and oversee what is going on in finance in a monthly basis.

Aniah: What is the criteria for an organization to become a part of SUA?

Max: The organization would go throughout the provost and then petition in the spring and they would be voted on by the body.

Max: Moving on the Slug Shuttle. It was brought up last fall and last spring we did not meet threshold. It is an overall good service 1.50 to take students from Quarry plaza to Diridon station and San Jose airport. It is a pretty well written free any debt will be over see from student advisory committee. I appreciate taking time out of your meetings to here this message so that it can be put on the ballot for our students to vote for.

Lila: There is an amendment 16. Student voice and advocacy fee. 2.56 per year to amend language for percentage of budget and since then we have accumulated so much budget that we cant spend because of the wording in the amendment. This leaves us with paying committee reps or a quarterly dinner that we don't spend that much
money on. This is an inefficient problem to have all this money accumulating and we can't give back to students.

Edmund: Motion to approve all past min and today's agenda

Lila: Second

David: Motion passes

Mark: Center of entrepreneur ships wants to do a hack-a-thon spring quarter. 24 engineers designers and entrepreneurs build apps. There was one last year to build an app somewhat like yelp for free food. I am coming in to request 300 for space and food and staffing for this hack a thon. to bridge gap within community to bring in judges and mentors from the community Oakes learning center April 5-6.

Kelly: have you already started selecting students

Mark: We have not started promoting but students can begin applying if they would like. And the theme is Santa cruz so it can relate to students.

Gia: Gia is an annual environmental magazine for spring quarter. Great opportunity of time and effort we have done a lot of work this year we have 7 interns. We get funding from measure 43 and diff colleges on campus. We are trying to get money from people because we are looking for more funding. I am affiliated with Stevenson and a big part of Stevenson is self and society that embodies Gia magazine. 52 color pages to be distributed April 21th. We are asking 1,000 but any amount big or small is appreciated.

Lila: where will you be distributed them?

Gia: Normally were other magazines on campus are located.

Andrew: How many copies?

Gia: 1,500 copies
Gandhi: I came up with this idea a few weeks surrounding who is Jane Neapolitan. Most people tend to focus on the positions she's held in politics. Students have come together and against Napalatano. Event to inform students that Napalatano and inform students about her in our office. We should talk about how to talk about both sides of the argument. I am requesting $60 for the event for snacks.

Anahi: How many people are you expecting?

Gandhi: I would go to sleep happy if there were 20 people.

Kelly: Where are you holding and will it be a presentation?

Gandhi: It will be a presentation at Stevenson fireside lounge March 12 7:30 Fireside lounge.

David: Constitutional amendment.

Isabel: How much of an impact is this change?

Lila: Collectively it have a big change for representation with in the offices. The IVC has so much to do and not enough time.

Lizzie: How many seats are available?

Kelly: There is unlimited seats

Edmund: **Motion to approve** amending the constitution.

Gandhi: **Second**

David: 8 in favor 2 opposed 4 abs. **Motion passes**. Moving on to slug shuttle.

Edmund: I think it is a good way to protect our students and get them home safely.

**Motion to pass**.

Jewel: **Second**

David: all in favor: 14 Opposed: 0 **Motion passes**. Moving on to measure 16
Carolyn: I think this is Measure is necessary. motion to approve measure 16.

Edmund: Second

David: all in favor: 14 Opposed: 0. Motion passes. Moving on to Entrepreneurship.

Lila: Its more that just UCSC its a cool event to bring to Santa Cruz.

Carolyn: motion to fund 150

Jewel: second

Aniah: Stipulation to have them come back in and present the top app they developed

David: Are there any objections to this funding, Seeing none this motion passes. Moving on to Gia magazine.

Lila: my only question is why they didn't get funding from Measure 43.

Gandhi: I think it is a beautiful magazine motion to fund 75

sam: Second

David: yes: 9 no: 0 Abs:5 Motion Passes.

Isabel: Motion to fund not to exceed $100 out of programs

Anahi: second

David: Yes: 13 no: 0 Abs: 1 Motion Passes

General Fund: $40

David: Motion to I am removing from SUA Rep. IF anyone would like to be an SUA Rep.

Lila: I would like to throw my name out there but I am open to anyone else who would like to be nominated.

David: Nominations- Lila, Jewel, Vanessa, Lizzie

Lila: Mach 8th from 5-8 there will be a porter Kresge carnival
Edmund: This Friday Shabbat AePi Talk to me if you would like to know any more information.

David: Vanessa is your new SUA Rep.

Christine: Housing is looking for a certain amount of students to make a focus group to bring students together to talk about housing. Tuesday or Thursday evening. Hiring from Program assistants and PA's Info sessions Wednesday the 12th 6-7 in fireside. And you have to attend info session in order to apply.

Edmund: motion to adjourn

Gandhi: Second

David: meeting adjourned 8:59